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Shaadi Xpertz is a division of Falcon Eye Entertainment, which is a leading event management company 
of Odisha since last 10 years. Since 2010 it's been making events of all scales a la carte mode. Shaadi Xpertz 
deals with social functions and any kind of wedding functions. We deliver custom-tailored packages 
to match our client’s style and needs, ensuring and securing their needs and wishes, with best 
standards and yet pocket friendly.



Setting up for wedding and functions is always 
mind-numbing, especially when it does not 
involve help. Long checklists await everyone 
and without experienced assistance, baffling 
situations may simply ruin everything. From 
cards to decorations, theme selections to 
fixing the agenda, it can be a lot of burdens. 
Shaadi Xpertz is a one-stop solution, Shaadi Xpertz is a one-stop solution, 
full-service wedding and event planning 
company. From managing all the designs, 
details, to the logistics of your event, we will 
be there. Being wedding organizer 
professionals, we are devoted to making your 
event truly yours, with our well-integrated 
designs that raise extra ordinary detail. Our designs that raise extra ordinary detail. Our 
bespoke  planning, coordination and design 
services, extend beyond any flower garden. 
Shaadi Xpertz by its name is expertise in 
tackled budget.

Blow by Blow



We aim to ensure that every event, grand 
or simple, is as well planned and executed 
in the way you have been dreaming about. 
Specialized in creating custom collection 
budgeted packages for your specific 
budget, agenda, guests, venue and 
location, we provide you with an all at one 
place package, so that you don't have to place package, so that you don't have to 
include 100s of chefs for a dish. Leave the 
stress and planning to Shaadi Xpertz

Foresight



Service
Spectrum



DESTINATION 
WEDDING

A LA CARTE 
THEMES

Our brochure includes our list of wedding 
venues all over India. 
We specialise in private wedding venues 
anywhere in India, to give you the 
experience of a dream wedding 

We also have Expert advice for themes and 
attire according to themes. The most 
common colour mistakes commonly used 
many make without an expert's advice, are 
-missing the combination factor in your 
venue and decoration colours, taking too 
long to choose, and picking bride and 
groom's colours that don’t flatter your groom's colours that don’t flatter your 
party. Avoid all these blunders and errors 
with us.

PLANNING & 
COORDINATION
With a team of professionals, we design and 
organize your big day.  Let us be there each 
step of the way to counsel and help you, 
from flower selectionsto the day of 
coordination services. We are here to be 
your supporter during your design and 
planning process through to your big day.



WISE CHOICE 
OF CATERING
We know who’s who in the trade so we can 
give you our selected best food and 
catering services; respected vendors that we 
have worked with.

ARRANGEMENT OF 
ARTISTS
If you wish to have a grand event with 
some DJ and drum jamming or a calm show 
with acoustic and sufy, we provide 
everything.

PHOTOGRAPHY &
VIDEOGRAPHY
We have our best and experienced 
photographers groups who have worked 
with us before.



WEDDINGS 
CARDS
We also make beautiful and creative cards 
just to match your theme or as your wishes. 

 IN SERVICE
 SECURITY
When something goes wrong, we go to the 
rescue and take care of it, providing full 
security to any unwanted fuss

MAKE-UP 
SELECTIONS
We also have arrangements  for the brides 
and grooms to receive information on 
available bridal products and services in the 
shortest possible time. We provide a 
platform for brides and grooms to acquire 
information on bridal products and 
services.



COUP D'OEIL



DESCRY THE DECOR



DESCRY THE DECOR



PEEK ON PERFORMANCE
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CONTACT US
+91- 9861596576
+91- 7008428249
shaadixpertz@gmail.com
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www.shaadixpertz.in


